Easter Programme 2019

April 14 - 23, 2019
Join us for Easter in the tropics filled with unique experiences, dining events and an Easter Egg hunt
for our youngest guests.

Easter Egg Hunt
We invite all Soneva guests to look for the hundreds of
wooden eggs we have hidden around the resort – in all of our
favourite hiding spots! Once you’ve found the eggs, take them
back to the Chocolate Parlour to exchange for chocolate eggs.
For every three wooden eggs, collect a Lindt egg! The best ‘Egg
Hunter’ of the day gets a prize from Lindt.
Easter Full Moon Dinner on the Sandbank
Pay tribute the full moon this Easter with a special dinner menu
on the sandbank beneath the starry skies. Behold Mother Nature
in all her glory on the soft white sands as the moon light glitters
on the ocean.
Pop-Up Easter After Party on the Sandbank
Dance the night away on the sandbank this Easter to tunes spun
by a famous Maldivian DJ. Every couple gets a complimentary
half bottle of Champagne, so get popping!
Private Astronomy Session with Lars Lindberg Christensen
Join Lars, an award-winning astronomer and science
communicator, as he teaches you about the night sky. He
has authored a dozen popular science books and directed
several documentaries and planetarium movies that have
received critical acclaim around the world. He is responsible
for communications from some of the world’s largest and most
famous telescopes, including the Hubble Space Telescope (for
ESA), the Extremely Large Telescope, the Very Large Telescope,
ALMA and La Silla. Lars has more than 200 publications to his
credit, most of them in popular science communication and
its theory. Lars received the Tycho Brahe Medal in 2005 for his
achievements in science communication.
Visiting Chefs: Filip Langhoff - April 6-20, 2019
Filip Langhoff has won critical acclaim since opening Ask
in 2012. Named Restaurant of the Year by the Gastronomic
Association of Finland in 2013 and awarded a Michelin star soon
after, the restaurant only sits 26 people. Langhoff worked at el

Bulli, before working as the head chef at Oslo’s Feinschmecker
and Helsinki’s two Michelin-starred restaurant Chez Dominique
– experiences that are reflected in his cooking.
Visiting Chefs: Kamilla Seidler - April 13-27, 2019
Two years after being crowned Latin America’s Best Female
Chef 2016, Danish cook Kamilla left Gustu and found a
new calling as a voice for equality and sustainability in the
hospitality industry.
Dinner at So Hands On
Our sushi counter at Out of the Blue is said by some to offer the best
sushi outside of Japan. The restaurant is run in partnership with
Chef Kenji Gyoten, one of only a handful of three-starred Michelin
chefs from Japan, whose restaurant has a waitlist of almost a year.
Dinner at Colours of the Garden
Experience an evening filled with surprises, starting with a walk
of discovery through Soneva’s organic vegetable garden. The
menu features simple yet experimental organic and plant-based
dishes, blending Maldivian and Southeast Asian cuisines; which
are then prepared using Nordic techniques such as smoking,
salting, fermenting and pickling.
Dinner at Sobah’s Restaurant
Named after Chef Sobah, Sobah’s is a restaurant located on an
uninhabited island only 15 minutes away by speedboat from
Soneva Fushi. The cuisine is uniquely Maldivian with modern
twists, prepared using traditional cooking methods. The beach
restaurant seats only eighteen for dinner. After dinner, guests will
be introduced to the starry night sky by our resident Astronomer.
Dinner at So Bespoke
Flames and smoke set the stage for So Bespoke, Out of the
Blue’s Teppanyaki table. This open air restaurant commands an
incredible view to the west, with unspoilt views of the Baa Atoll.
Our experienced Japanese Teppanyaki chef, will be grilling and
barbecuing for a small audience of only eight guests per sitting.

Chef Battle: Progressive Maldivian Cuisine versus
Mediterranean Cuisine
Watch sparks fly from knives and smoke rise up from the grill as
two chefs battle it out to see who reigns supreme, all to live music.
Chef Soba and Chef Derrick will put on a culinary show for diners,
who after sampling both chef’s dishes will then decide who is the
top chef.
Wine Tasting
Join Charles and his team in our underground cellar and sample
six carefully chosen wines from around the world. A selection of
cold cuts and cheeses will accompany your wine pairing.
Andy Beyst - Fitness Instructor
Andy takes a holistic approach to fttness by learning different
disciplines and how they can complement one another. Andy has
been coaching exercise for the last 12 years and is fortunate to
have been a student of many great teachers; elite coaches, Pilates
instructors, yoga teachers, swamis, bodybuilders, NLP practitioners,
nutritionists, and breath work specialists, giving him a unique holistic
approach to fitness which encompasses both mind and body.
Illinca Stoica - Tennis Coach
Ilinca is a Romanian tennis professional and travelling coach for
the Johan Kriek Tennis Academy, in Palm Beach, Florida. She has
played in the number 1 spot for singles and doubles at Virginia
Tech, competed as a junior at Roland Garros, Wimbledon and the
US Open in 2009. Ilinca also played for the Romanian national
team from 2004 - 2009. She is currently at Soneva Fushi offering
tennis coaching sessions.
Ken Kiriyama - Freediver
Learn how to freedive with Ken, a freediver athlete and instructor
at Apnea Academy under Umberto Pelizzari. Our courses
consist of theory lessons, breathing and relaxation techniques,
stretching, confined water and open water practice. You will
learn how to propel yourself thorough the ocean, increase your
breath hold capacity, how to equalise and safety procedures.

Barefoot Bookseller
Meet Hugo, our Barefoot Bookseller who has a wealth of knowledge
about books and writing; Hugo is also a professional tutor.
Intro Lesson to Eco-friendly Surfing
Join us for an introductory surfing lesson with Soneva Surf, the
world’s first 100% sustainable luxury surfing programme. All our
equipment and gear is eco-friendly, even our sunscreen!
Cocktail and Glass Sculptures with Visiting Artists Karen
Willenbrink and Jasen Johnsen
Come join us at So Glasscycle to meet two of the worlds’ best
sculptors in glass and witness their magic first hand.
Breakfast at Mihiree Mithaa
Wake up to a buffet breakfast. A wide range of international
specialties and delicacies will give you a delightful taste of
world fare with the freshest ingredients from Soneva Fushi and
Soneva Jani’s organic gardens.
Dinner at Out of the Blue
Out of the Blue is Soneva Fushi’s newest addition of culinary
delights. Enjoy gastronomic cuisine from all over the world, in
whichever style you fancy.
Dinner at Fresh in the Garden
Freshly picked delights bring back memories of childhood;
midsummer strawberry picking, twisting dandelions in hand,
and jumping in puddles. In Soneva Fushi’s eternal summer, Fresh
in the Garden rekindles these sensations from its lofty perch.
Surrounded by tropical banana trees, this restaurant without
walls rises above our herb and vegetable garden with sublime
panoramas stretching as far as the eye can see.
Cinema Paradiso
Watch a movie under the blanket of stars at Cinema Paradiso, the
Maldives’ first and largest outdoor cinema.

A Night of Cocktails, Dinner, Music and Stargazing on the
Sandbank
Enjoy an array of cocktails followed by a special barbecue dinner
with acoustic music performace by a famous Maldivian duo. Then
learn about the constellations overhead with Lars Lundergard,
an award-winning astronomer.
Meraki Coffee Mocktail Session and Cold Brew Coffees
Craft your own coffee mocktails and learn the ins and outs of
cold brewing coffees.
So Social at the Sandbank
The evening starts at So Glasscycle with a showcase of the Soneva
Art and Glass Team’s talents. Then cruise across the ever-shifting
hues of the sea as the sun begins its descent to our private
sandbank. A cocktail party awaits, where you can meet and mingle
with fellow guests and our management team.
Windsurfing Competition at the Water Sports Centre
The chance for you to compete in one of our windsurfing competitions.
Be the first one to reach our Sandbank to win a grand prize.
Sunset Dolphin Cruise
Join us in search of the most amazing animals in the ocean. Clap
your hands to call them as we glide through the water under the
sinking sun. Your Hosts will serve sparkling wine and canapés
for you to enjoy before meandering back to the island. Please
reserve with your Mr./Ms. Friday to avoid disappointment.
Marine Biology Presentation
Join our Marine Biologist for a presentation on the mysterious and
magnificent creatures of the sea and get a chance to find out more
about the threats our marine ecosystems are currently facing.
Baa Atoll Guided Snorkelling
Accompany our resident marine biologist on a guided snorkelling
trip to one of the spectacular reefs found in the Baa Atoll. They
will guide you through the reefs and introduce you to the various
species of marine life.

Six Senses Spa
From soothing scrubs to Tibetan hot stones, we invite you to
embark on sensory treatments from near and far. A revolving
residency of visiting practitioners adds to the spa’s collection of
treatments with their respective forms of expertise.
Soleni Dive School
The Soleni Dive Centre’s multi-lingual PADI instructors and small
group sizes ensure you world-class diving experiences. Choose
from a number of diving courses and equipment is available to rent.
KODERA Jewellery
Soneva Fushi is hosting the exclusive pre-launch private sale of
KODERA Jewellery by Tomoko Kodera, which up until now has
been exclusively sold in Japan. The two collections that we are
carrying are inspired by her stay at the resort. The Shooting Star
collection sees dazzling arrays of diamonds peeking out from
behind an ear or between fingers. The Spring collection features
bold yet feminine pieces, some of which sway with the movement
of the wearer - mimicking flowers and foliage in the wind.
The Den
The Den is where our younger guests can unleash their
imagination, creativity and curiosity. Explore the outdoor pirate
ship, take cooking or mocktail classes, learn a musical instrument
or take part in arts and crafts. There is a separate pool for
toddlers, as well as a separate area for teenagers.
Photography and Videography at Soneva Fushi
Make your time at Soneva Fushi truly unforgettable while we
capture your experiences for you. Soneva’s expert photographers
and videographers are available to photograph and video your
tropical island moments with packages tailored to suit your
needs. Meet our photographer to find out more.
Please contact your Mr./Ms. Friday for bookings

